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The lecture will discuss aspects of bridge design that are becoming increasingly more relevant in the United 

States.  Minimizing materials, which is at the core of the way we teach and practice bridge design, is becoming 

less relevant.   Fabrication, transportation, and erection dominate the costs of modern bridges, and offer new 

opportunities for innovation.  Further given these new sets of constraints there is great potential to create 

much safer, more robust, structural systems than before. These ideas are explored through a number of 

recently built or bridges currently under construction. 

As Technical Director of HNTB’s bridge practice nationwide, Ted Zoli has led the design of many award 
winning bridges throughout the US and abroad, including the Blennerhassett Island Bridge over the Ohio 
River (winner of the Gustav Lindenthal Medal), the Leonard B. Zakim Bridge in Boston, MA, and the Bob 
Kerrey Pedestrian Bridge in Omaha, NE (both finalists for the National ACEC Grand Conceptor Award). 
 
Mr. Zoli’s work has been informed by his research into bridge safety and reliability with a focus on the 
design of structural systems against member loss and structural behavior under unforeseen extreme events. 
He leads HNTB’s Infrastructure security practice and has developed innovative protective measures for some 
of our nation’s largest and most important bridges. Zoli has received national recognition for his work in 
bridges including the Engineering News Record Award of Excellence in 2012, the industry’s most prestigious 
honor. On New Year’s Eve 2009, Ted was featured on NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams in a news 
segment entitled What Works. 
 
In September 2009, Zoli was made a MacArthur Fellow by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur 
Foundation. This prestigious award was granted for major technological advances to protect transportation 
infrastructure and for his innovative designs. With the generous grant that is associated with the Fellowship, 
Zoli is currently working on two initiatives: a lightweight hyperbolic paraboloid modular roof based upon an 
adaptation of boat hull construction technology and catenary pedestrian bridges fabricated using synthetic 
(polyester) rope for use in remote mountainous regions. 
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